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1Department of Pharmacology and 2Department of Physics and LSA Biophysics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MichiganABSTRACT We investigated the basis for previous observations that fluorescent-labeled neuropeptide Y (NPY) is usually
released within 200 ms after fusion, whereas labeled tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) is often discharged over many seconds.
We found that tPA and NPY are endogenously expressed in small and different subpopulations of bovine chromaffin cells in
culture. We measured the mobility of these proteins (tagged with fluorophore) within the lumen of individual secretory granules
in living chromaffin cells, and related their mobilities to postfusion release kinetics. A method was developed that is not limited by
standard optical resolution, in which a bright flash of strongly decaying evanescent field (~64 nm exponential decay constant)
produced by total internal reflection (TIR) selectively bleaches cerulean-labeled protein proximal to the glass coverslip within
individual granules. Fluorescence recovery occurred as unbleached protein from distal regions within the 300 nm granule
diffused into the bleached proximal regions. The fractional bleaching of tPA-cerulean (tPA-cer) was greater when subsequently
probed with TIR excitation than with epifluorescence, indicating that tPA-cer mobility was low. The almost equal NPY-cer bleach-
ing when probed with TIR and epifluorescence indicated that NPY-cer equilibrated within the 300 ms bleach pulse, and therefore
had a greater mobility than tPA-cer. TIR-fluorescence recovery after photobleaching revealed a significant recovery of tPA-cer
(but not NPY-cer) fluorescence within several hundred milliseconds after bleaching. Numerical simulations, which take into ac-
count bleach duration, granule diameter, and the limited number of fluorophores in a granule, are consistent with tPA-cer being
100% mobile, with a diffusion coefficient of 2  1010 cm2/s (~1/3000 of that for a protein of similar size in aqueous solution).
However, the low diffusive mobility of tPA cannot alone explain its slow postfusion release. In the accompanying study, we sug-
gest that, additionally, tPA itself stabilizes the fusion pore with dimensions that restrict its own exit.INTRODUCTIONDespite ~10% of the human genome consisting of secretory
proteins (1), little is known about the physical states and
dynamics of granule lumenal proteins before and during
fusion. The best understood secretory granule, the chro-
maffin granule has a lumenal pH of 5.5 in living cells (2)
and a lumenal protein concentration of ~250 mg/ml (R.
W. Holz, personal observation based upon granule volume
and protein measurements in purified chromaffin granule
preparations) reflecting an array of proteins (3). The phys-
ical state of this extraordinary environment affects content
release upon fusion. For example, hyperosmolality reduces
the expulsion of catecholamine upon fusion (4). Catechol-
amine content itself influences the expansion of the initial
fusion pore; patch-amperometry indicates that fusion of
granules without catecholamine results in delayed fusion
pore expansion (5). Green fluorescent protein (GFP)-labeled
tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) (6,7) is discharged over
many seconds after fusion, whereas labeled neuropeptide
Y (NPY) is discharged within a few hundred milliseconds.
Because tPA is normally soluble, it has been suggested
that its greater size results in restricted diffusion through
the fusion pore (8). This possibility is addressed experimen-Submitted November 26, 2013, and accepted for publication April 11, 2014.
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0006-3495/14/07/0016/10 $2.00tally in the accompanying work (9). Another plausible
explanation is that its mobility is greatly restricted within
the granule and that its slow release is a reflection of its
intrinsic chemistry within the specialized environment of
the granule lumen. Thus, there is a strong motivation to
better understand the state of lumenal proteins.
There is indirect evidence that molecular mobility in the
lumen is much lower than that in free solution: a), NMR
studies suggest that a major fraction of the total lumenal
protein in chromaffin granules (which includes chromogra-
nins, protein processing enzymes, NPY, tPA, proenkepha-
lin, and enkephalins) has greatly reduced mobility (50%
of the protein is NMR-invisible) (10). b), A large part of
the osmotic stability of granules arises from the nonideal
interaction of the two major ionic constituents, catechol-
amine (500 mM) and ATP (125 mM) (11). The ionic asso-
ciations probably reduce their mobility from that in dilute
solutions.
Immobile components may be a common feature in the
secretory granules. Insulin granules in b cells contain insu-
lin/Zn2þcrystals (12,13). Pituitary granules contain proteins
in structures resembling b-amyloid (14). The matrix within
mast cell granules has polymer characteristics capable of
reversible expansion (15–18).
An important goal of this study was to develop a method
to measure the mobility of specific proteins within individ-
ual secretory granules in living cells that is not limitedhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.04.063
FIGURE 1 Endogenous tPA and endogenous NPY are expressed in
different chromaffin cells. Cultured chromaffin cells were fixed, permeabi-
lized, and incubated with antibodies to (A) tPA and (B) NPY as in the Ma-
terials and Methods. A and B are the same confocal field of view, with the
cell in A outlined to indicate its position in B. Scale bar ¼ 2 mm.
Protein Mobility within Secretory Granules 17by optical resolution. We reckoned that a bright flash
of the strongly decaying evanescent field (in the present
experiments, ~64 nm exponential decay constant) pro-
duced by total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy
(TIRFM) optics would selectively bleach fluorophore that
is proximal to the glass coverslip (the TIR interface) in in-
dividual granules (300 nm diameter). Fluorescence recov-
ery would occur as unbleached fluorophore from distal
regions within a granule diffuses into the proximal regions,
as probed by the same but much dimmer evanescent field.
This experimental approach, a variation of the TIR-fluo-
rescence recovery after photobleaching (TIR-FRAP) tech-
nique (19) introduced for open volumes in 1981 (20), is
accompanied by a new theoretical, quantitative analysis
of recovery that takes into account the evanescent field
depth, bleach efficiency, the limited number of total fluoro-
phore molecules in a granule, granule diameter, and dura-
tion of bleach.
The method and analysis permitted measurement of
transfected tPA-cerulean (tPA-cer) mobility within chro-
maffin granules and a comparison of the mobilities of
tPA-cer and NPY-cer. We found that the diffusion coefficient
of tPA-cer was 1/3000 of the expected mobility in aqueous
solution. The diffusion of NPY-cer was faster, in fact too fast
to be resolved with our techniques. These diffusion rates are
measured before the granule opens a pore to the extracel-
lular space. Assuming the tPA diffusion coefficient remains
valid during the fusion event, a computer simulation esti-
mated a minimal size for the fusion pore consistent with
the rate of tPA discharge.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chromaffin cell preparation and transfection
Chromaffin cell preparation from bovine adrenal medulla and transient
transfection were performed as described previously (21). Cells were plated
onto 25 mm coverslips (refractive index 1.51) that had been coated with
poly-D-lysine and calf skin collagen to promote cell adhesion. Cells
were transfected with a plasmid encoding either NPY-cer, tPA-cer, or
NPY-mcherry and tPA-mcherry by Ca2þ phosphate precipitation. The
parent plasmids were kindly provided by Dr. Wolfhard Almers (Vollum
Institute, Oregon Health and Science University, Portland, OR). Experi-
ments were performed 3–7 days after transfection. Experiments were per-
formed in a physiological salt solution (PSS, 310 mOs) containing
145 mM NaCl, 5.6 mM KCl, 2.2 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 5.6 mM
glucose, 15 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 at ~28C.Immunocytochemistry for confocal imaging
Chromaffin cells were plated on Lab-Tek II chambered cover glasses
(Nalge Nunc International, distributed by Thermo Fisher Scientific) that
had been sequentially coated with poly-D-lysine and calf skin collagen.
Resting cells (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material) were fixed
in 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min, quenched in 50 mM NH4Cl in PBS
for 30 min, permeabilized for 7 min with ice-cold methanol, and blocked
for 20 min in 1% gelatin and 30 min in 4% normal donkey serum before
sequential incubations with primary and secondary antibodies.Antibodies were from the following sources: goat antidopamine-b-hy-
droxylase, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA; rabbit antihuman
tPA, ASMTPA-GF-HT, Molecular Innovations, Novi, MI; mouse anti-
NPY, ab112473, Abcam, Boston, MA; AlexaFluor-488-, 546-, 647-labeled
secondary antibodies, Life Technologies - Molecular Probes.
The specificities of the primary antibodies to NPY and tPA were
confirmed in cells transfected with NPY-GFP or tPA-GFP. Specific fluores-
cence required presence of the primary antibody. Cells scored as expressing
NPY or tPA had intracellular punctate fluorescence (above background
fluorescence) indicative of secretory granules.Confocal microscopy
Images were acquired on an Olympus Fluoview 500 confocal microscope
with a 60 1.42 numerical aperture oil objective. An argon 488 nm laser
with a 505–525 nm bandpass filter, a HeNe green 543 nm laser with a
560–600 nm bandpass filter, and a HeNe red (633 nm) laser with a
longpass filter were used. tPA-cer was imaged with a 405 nm laser. To
minimize spillover, images with different excitations were acquired
sequentially. Within an experiment, initial settings were adjusted so that
the brightest pixels for each color were unsaturated, and these settings
were maintained throughout. Images were analyzed with ImageJ software
(NIH), and statistics were performed with Prism 6 software from Graph-
pad Prism Software.FRAP and TIR bleach/epifluorescence (EPI) probe
data acquisition
Prismless (through-the-objective) TIR excitation was obtained by directing
a beam from a 40 mW solid-state (442 nm) laser (Melles Griot, Carlsbad,
CA) onto a coupled pair of computer-controlled galvanometer mirrors
and then toward a side port of an Olympus IX70 (inverted) microscope.
The galvanometer mirrors were positioned near a plane equivalent to the
microscope’s sample plane. A converging lens just outside the side port
entrance ensured that the beam was focused near the periphery of the
back focal plane of a 60 1.49 NA, oil immersion objective (Olympus)
so that the 442 nm laser beam emerging from it was collimated and could
be made incident on the sample coverslip at an angle>75 from the normal,
thereby giving a TIR evanescent field with a decay constant of ~64 nm.
(This estimate depends on assuming a local refractive index of 1.38 for
the sample, which is not precisely known.) Alternatively, EPI excitation
could be provided by switching the position of the galvanometer mirror
set so the beam crossed the middle of the back focal plane. The positions
of the galvanometer mirrors were controlled by National Instruments
PCIe-6351, X Series Multifunction DAQ. A LabView program controlledBiophysical Journal 107(1) 16–25
18 Weiss et al.the position of the mirrors so that the illumination could be switched rapidly
between TIR and EPI illumination.
To allow switching between bleach and probe excitation intensities, the
beam was split into two paths and recombined using a pair of optical flats
(1/4 l Zerodur, Edmund Optics) at 45 and mirrors: one path for the
bleach pulse intensity, and the other for the probe intensity. The paths
were selected with an electromechanical shutter. The switch to the bleach
path was accomplished by opening a shutter for a specified time using a
TTL pulse from the National Instruments PCIe-6351. The relative inten-
sity ratio of the bleach and probe paths was measured by emission from
a solution of fluorescent fluorophore (Oregon Green, Life Technologies).
The bleach intensity was 40–100 times that of the probe intensity (depen-
dent upon whether a neutral density filter was used to reduce probe inten-
sity). The factor ensured that bleaching during the typical probe-excited
recovery period (of ~1 s) would be no more than 4% to 10% of the
remaining unbleached fluorophores after the deliberate bleach pulse.
The deliberate bleaching (~50%) during the bleach pulse was similar to
the inadvertent bleaching that typically occurs during longer duration
(several minutes) video recording with lower intensity excitation in which
exocytosis still appears.
Emission images (with the 1.5 internal magnifying lens in the emis-
sion path) were acquired by a cooled EM-CCD camera (Andor iXon,
512  512 pixels, Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT). Camera control
and serial image acquisition was managed by IQ Software (Andor Tech-
nology). The sample was continuously excited to allow fast image acqui-
sition. Images (20 ms exposure) were obtained at 20–36 Hz for the EPI/
TIRF experiments (Figs. 2 and 3) and at 87 Hz for the FRAP experiments
(Figs. 4 and 5) EPI and TIR images were captured before and after the
TIR bleach pulse, with the protocol shown in Fig. 2 B. Images were sub-
sequently processed using a custom-made Interactive Data Language
(IDL) program. Granules were identified as bright puncta and changes
in fluorescence intensities were monitored over time within a defined cir-
cular region of interest (ROI) (4 pixel, 290 nm radius). The circular region
encompassed the small translational motions of the granules in the unsti-
mulated cells during the 5 s of imaging (22–24). The zone for background
intensity subtraction for each granule was defined as a 1 pixel-wide circu-
lar annulus region outside of a 1 pixel-wide dead space around the granule
ROI. Only granules with ROI average intensity at least 20% greater than
background intensity were included into the final analysis. The emissionBleach in TIRF
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Biophysical Journal 107(1) 16–25intensities from individual granules were binned together over three
successive frames to reduce shot noise (at the expense of some time
resolution).Computer simulations
Theoretically expected results were calculated for three distinct but related
problems, all involving diffusion in a hollow sphere as a model of a fluoro-
phore-containing granule:
(a) immediate postbleach fraction (fraction of the prebleach fluorescence
intensity lost during the bleach pulse), resulting from a TIR bleach fol-
lowed by TIR probe, as compared to the same TIR bleach followed by
an EPI probe;
(b) time course after a TIR bleach of the fluorescence recovery as excited
by a TIR probe (i.e., TIR-FRAP); and
(c) time course of emptying of a granule by molecules diffusing passively
through a pore in the granule surface, the simplest (probably overly sim-
ple) model of secretion that could show a relationship between pore
size, diffusion coefficient, and secretion rate.
We know of no closed-form mathematical solutions to any of these three
problems. However, all three problems can be solved by variations of a
Brownian motion simulation approach implemented in a custom IDL pro-
gram. A randomly positioned (and infinitesimally sized) molecule is estab-
lished at a random position in a hollow sphere (of diameter 300 nm) and
allowed to diffuse one step at a time, with a distance specified by a normally
distributed random number generator for each of the three dimensions, with
the average step size corresponding to a user-specified diffusion coefficient,
and each step corresponding to 1 ms duration. If the next step places the
molecule outside the sphere it is reflected back into the sphere to a location
along the same radial line.
In calculations for problems (a) and (b) above, a certain probability is
assigned at each step during a 0.3 s equivalent bleaching pulse that the
molecule becomes photobleached by a TIR evanescent field of character-
istic decay distance of 64 nm; this probability decreases exponentially
according to the z-position of the molecule at the present step. Once a mole-
cule becomes bleached (if it does), it is no longer counted. This procedure






FRACTION FIGURE 2 TIR/EPI bleach fraction protocol.
(A) Schematic of the principle underlying the
TIR-FRAP method. (B) Pairs of TIR and EPI im-
ages are acquired before and after bleaching. The
TIR bleach pulse has a duration of 300 ms. Images
are shown of two typical granules, one tPA-cer, the
other NPY-cer, along with their bleach fractions.
Granule intensity was measured in a circular disk
as discussed in the Materials and Methods. The
change of intensity, 1-F(0)/F(), expressed as a
percentage, is 55% in EPI and 81% in TIR for
this particular tPA-cer-containing granule. The
granule expressing NPY intensity is reduced by
66% in EPI and by 59% in TIR. To see this figure
in color, go online.
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FIGURE 4 FRAP in TIRFM in chromaffin granules expressing tPA-cer
or NPY-cer. Chromaffin granules expressing tPA-cer or NPY-cer were
bleached for 300 ms with a high intensity 442 nm TIR pulse ending at
0 s. The time-dependent fluorescence intensity of each granule was first
converted to normalized form F0(t) according to Eq. 1, so that the resulting
fluorescence at time 0 (immediately after the bleach) was zero. The normal-
ized fluorescence of all the tPA-cer or NPY-cer granules were averaged over
33 ms segments (represented by each data point) and plotted so that the
ordinate at t ¼ 0 equaled the average bleach fraction for the tPA-cer
or NPY-cer groups, according to Eq. 2. Simulated theoretical curves
(see Methods) were normalized and averaged in the same manner and are









































FIGURE 3 Bleach fraction for TIR versus EPI probe after bleaching in
TIR. Cells expressing either NPY-cer or tPA-cer were bleached with a
bright 442 nm TIR excitation for 300 ms following the protocol in Fig. 1
B. The fractional loss of fluorescence (bleach fraction) was determined
with low intensity (probe) EPI and TIR excitation. (A) Relationship be-
tween bleaching probed with EPI and TIR for individual granules. The
black solid 45 line, which indicates equal bleaching measured in EPI
and TIR, is expected for very fast diffusing fluorophores. The thick black
dashed line is the expected result for an immobile fluorophore in a
300 nm diameter granule, bleached for 300 ms in an evanescent field
with an exponential decay constant of 64 nm. The thin black dashed line
is the expected result for a fluorophore with a diffusion coefficient of
D ¼ 2  1010cm2/s in the evanescent field (see Fig. 3), derived by com-
puter simulation. (B and C) Average fractional bleach probed with EPI
and in TIR in granules expressing either tPA-cer or NPY-cer. aThe probabil-
ity of no difference between EPI and TIR for tPA fractional bleach (i.e., the
null hypothesis) is p < 0.0001. To see this figure in color, go online.
Protein Mobility within Secretory Granules 19molecules surviving the 0.3 s bleaching pulse are allowed to continue
diffusing through the sphere until the equivalent of 2 s has elapsed. A
new molecule is then started at a new random location, and the same pro-
cedure repeated for a total of 10,000 molecules. For problem (a), the bleach-
ing survivors are counted with two different types of weighting.
Corresponding to the TIR bleach/EPI probe bleach fraction protocol, the
total number of (unbleached) molecules in the sphere is counted with equal
weighting both immediately before and immediately after the end of the
bleach pulse. Corresponding to the TIR bleach/TIR probe bleach fraction
protocol, each molecule’s value is weighted according to its z-position in
an exponentially decaying evanescent field probe. (The two extreme cases
in which the molecule does not diffuse at all, and where it diffuses infinitely
fast, can also be solved straightforwardly by numerical integration rather
than simulation.) For problem (b), this same weighting corresponding to
TIR probe is employed for each surviving molecule for the entire equivalent
2 s of postbleach recovery.
In calculations for problem (c) above, no simulated bleaching is involved,
and all the molecules are weighted equally. But if the diffusive path brings
the molecule to the circular patch of the hollow sphere surface that corre-
sponds to the pore, that molecule disappears at that time and a new mole-
cule is started at a random location in the sphere. After 30,000 molecular
startups, the total number of molecules in the sphere is counted (with equal
weighting) versus time for an equivalent 10 s long duration. The simulation
estimates the minimum diameter of a fusion pore for a molecule of infini-
tesimal size. This model of a stable, circular hole in a sphere is chosen
because of its simplicity. The actual micromorphology is undoubtedly
more complicated. The purpose of the model is to determine whether the
intragranule diffusion rate (as measured here) is compatible with the exper-
imental discharge rate, without invoking other active or passive mecha-
nisms that may slow it down or speed it up.RESULTS
Comparison of levels of endogenous and
transfected NPY and tPA
Although it is known that both NPY and tPA are normally
expressed in adrenal medulla (25–28), there has been little
characterization of the expression of the endogenous pro-
teins in adrenal medullary chromaffin cells. We investigated
the expression of the endogenous proteins with immunocy-
tochemistry. The specificity of the primary antibodies was
confirmed in cells transfected with NPY-GFP or tPA-GFP.
Cells scored as expressing NPYor tPA had distinct intracel-
lular punctate fluorescence indicative of secretory granules.
We found that each of the proteins is expressed in only a
small fraction of the cells; the two proteins are rarely coex-
pressed. Fig. 1, A and B, shows the punctate appearance of
endogenous tPA (A) and NPY (B) in a confocal image of two
adjacent chromaffin cells. The tPA-containing cell in A is
outlined to indicate its position in B. Endogenous NPY is
expressed in ~4% (41/1068) and tPA in ~20% (186/1068)
of chromaffin cells. Only infrequently (<1%) do cells
express significant levels of both proteins.
The biological significance of the mobility measurements
below rests upon having levels of the transfected proteins
that are similar to the levels of endogenous tPA and NPY.
Endogenous and transfected tPA and NPY were quantified































































FIGURE 5 Comparison of fractional recovery in FRAP with weak and
strong bleaching. TPA-cer granules from Fig. 3 were grouped according
to whether they were relatively weakly bleached (20–50% decreased fluo-
rescence, average 375 2%) or more strongly bleached (50–80% decreased
fluorescence, average 665 2%). The average actual bleach fraction, B, and
recovery, R, were determined for each group. The recoveries, R, were
significantly different for the weak and strong bleach (p < 0.002). To see
this figure in color, go online.
20 Weiss et al.as in Fig. 1), which recognized both the endogenous and
transfected forms of the proteins (Fig. S1). The intensities
of 1000–3000 puncta were measured for each group, and
the intensity distributions plotted as relative frequency his-
tograms. For both tPA and NPY, the levels of the protein
in transfected cells was less than twice the levels in cells
expressing endogenous proteins alone. The median fluores-
cence intensity/punctum for endogenous tPA was 18,955
compared to 31,877 for cells with tPA-cer, a 1.68-fold in-
crease. The median intensity for endogenous NPY was
35,153 versus 57,284 for cells expressing NPY-cherry, a
1.63-fold increase. Of importance, there was substantial
overlap in the individual granule intensities in the endoge-
nous and transfected populations. Eighty-four percent of
puncta containing tPA-cer fell between 6000 and 63,000
intensity, an interval containing the well-defined peak of
endogenous tPA. Similarly, 94% of puncta containing
NPY-cherry were between 15,000 and 135,000 intensity,
an interval containing the peak of endogenous NPY. These
data indicate that the lumenal diffusion measurements that
follow were obtained from granules containing similar total
amounts of tPA or NPYas are found in cells expressing only
the endogenous proteins.TIR/EPI bleaching fraction experiments
The principle underlying the TIR-FRAP method is that the
characteristic decay distance of the exponentially decaying
evanescent field of TIR (decay distance of ~64 nm in the
following experiments) is much less than the diameter ofBiophysical Journal 107(1) 16–25the secretory (chromaffin) granule (300 nm diameter).
Thus, a bright flash preferentially bleaches the portion of
the granule nearest to the glass interface. The gradient of
unbleached fluorophores relaxes over time as the (possibly)
mobile fluorophores redistribute by diffusion (Fig. 2 A). By
probing with a much dimmer TIR excitation (produced by
the same laser), the recovery rate of the fluorescence F(t)
from a low value immediately postbleach can be deter-
mined. The faster the recovery, the greater the diffusion
coefficient. Unlike standard spot FRAP or open-volume
TIR-FRAP, the recovery is never 100% because the spher-
ical volume inside the granule is closed.
We compared the two lumenal proteins that are normally
expressed in chromaffin cells, NPY and tPA, each fused
to cerulean. Quantitative analysis of the recovery curve
versus time is discussed later. Even without analyzing a
recovery, we gained information just from the bleaching
fraction—the amount of lost fluorescence F()-F(0)
compared to the prebleach fluorescence F(), where F(0)
is intensity immediately following bleach. Our initial data
confirm that TIR bleaching in a granule is indeed localized
to the bottom of the granule. We compared two kinds of
probe illumination after a TIR bleach: a), a TIR evanescent
field probe that excites the region just bleached; and b), an
EPI illumination probe that excites uniformly the granule
bottom to top in both bleached and relatively unbleached
regions. If the TIR bleach is spatially selective, the TIR
probe should then report a greater relative bleaching than
the EPI probe, because TIR preferentially probes the very
region that was TIR bleached. In principle, the evanescent
field in our setup should be 100 brighter at the bottom
of the 300 nm diameter granule than at the top, but in prac-
tice scattering reduces this ratio (29).
For tPA-cer granules, bleaching in TIR (40–100 times
probe intensity) indeed resulted in the TIR probe emission
reporting a greater fractional bleaching than the EPI probe.
On the other hand, bleaching of NPY-cer granules resulted
in approximately equal bleach fractions when probed by
TIR and EPI. Fig. 2 B shows the timeline scheme for reading
the bleach fraction information and a typical set of granule
images. We have accumulated data from many granules
bleached for 0.3 s with the results displayed in a scatter
plot (Fig. 3 A). The abscissa is the TIR bleach fraction as
seen by the TIR probe and the ordinate is the TIR bleach
fraction as seen by the EPI probe. For very fast diffusing flu-
orophores, the two should be equal (depicted as the solid
black straight 45 line). For slow diffusers, the theoretical
shape (derived by a numerical integration; see Methods)
shows the TIR probe bleach fraction is always larger than
the corresponding EPI probe bleach fraction (black dashed
curved lines). The experimental tPA data clusters around
the slow diffuser lines; the NPY clusters around the fast
diffuser line. The mean fractional bleaching for tPA was
30.15 2.6% probed with TIR and a smaller 12.6 5 2.2%
probed with EPI (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 3 B). The mean
Protein Mobility within Secretory Granules 21fractional bleaching for NPY was 40.15 1.9% probed with
TIR and an almost equal 36.3 5 1.8% probed with EPI
(Fig. 3 C). This result shows a), the bleached imprint
induced by the TIR bleach is spatially localized, as required
for TIR-FRAP to work; and b), the diffusion rate of tPAwas
sufficiently low so that it did not completely redistribute
itself during the bleaching pulse or in the second thereafter.
These results indicate that over a timescale of one second,
lumenal tPA-cer is much less mobile than NPY-cer. They
also confirm the principle underlying TIR-FRAP as used
here—that it can selectively bleach and detect recovery of
fluorophore in a submicroscopic volume within a granule
closest to the glass interface.
The range of bleach fractions observed for different gran-
ules is probably due to the different distances of granules
from the TIR surface, with granules closer to the surface
in a brighter part of the field and thereby bleaching more
deeply. The significant scatter in the data is likely due to mo-
tion of the whole granule in the several tenths of seconds be-
tween the end of the bleach and the time in which probe data
were gathered.Time dependence of recovery
The time dependence of recovery after bleaching demon-
strated significant differences between granules expressing
tPA-cer and NPY-cer. Fluorescence recovery occurred
over several hundred milliseconds (Fig. 4) in tPA-cer
granules. In contrast, bleaching of NPY-cer granules re-
sulted in little or no recovery (Fig. 4). In principle, the
NPY-cer results can be explained by either of two opposite
behaviors: a), a very mobile fluorophore allowing almost
complete mixing of bleached and unbleached fluorophore
within the entire granule during the 0.3 s bleach period; or
b), a virtually immobile fluorophore. TIR/EPI probe results
(above) strongly suggest the former.
The possibility that the recovery of tPA-cer might be
due to reversible bleaching (30) was ruled out by using
an EPI bleach and EPI probe, a protocol in which no
diffusive recovery is possible. The apparent recovery in
the protocol was 3% of the bleach fraction (Fig. S2),
much smaller than a typical recovery for the TIR bleach/
TIR probe protocol.
The two experimental data curves in Fig. 4 are averages
over all the data-producing granules for tPA and for NPY,
but are not based upon a simple sum of each granule’s
time-dependent fluorescence F(t). As mentioned, each indi-
vidual granule recovery curve had a different normalized
immediate fluorescence F(0)/F() presumably as a result
of its particular distance from the TIR interface. The rele-
vant information for calculating diffusion coefficients, how-
ever, is not this normalized immediate fluorescence but
rather the rate and extent of the recovery. To allow averaging
among these features, each individual curve F(t) was
transformed into a normalized curve F0(t) that starts at animmediate value of zero and subsequently recovers partway
toward the prebleach value normalized to unity:
F0ðtÞh FðtÞ  Fð0Þ
Fð  Þ  Fð0Þ (1)
These individual F0(t) curves are averaged with equal
weighting for each granule. The resulting hF0(t)i is then
scaled and ordinate-shifted so that the t ¼ 0 fluorescence
is the average of all the normalized individual immediate
fluorescence values hF(0)/F()i. Fig. 3 displays the result-
ing hbFðtÞi defined as follows:









We further analyzed the tPA recovery curve by grouping
granules according to whether they were relatively weakly
bleached (20–50% decreased fluorescence, average 37 5
2%) or more strongly bleached (50–80% decreased fluores-
cence, average 665 2%). We predicted from the underlying
assumptions concerning the closed volume of the granule
and the effects of bleaching in TIR, that weaker bleaching
would result in greater relative recovery and possibly greater
absolute recovery. Indeed, relative recovery (R/B) was 40%
and 15%, respectively, for granules with weak and strong
bleach (Fig. 5). The absolute amount of recovery was also
greater for granules that had been bleached less (15% vs.
10%, p < 0.002). These results strongly support the conclu-
sion from the TIR/EPI comparison that bleaching in TIR
results in preferential loss of proximal fluorophore in a
granule and that recovery proceeds from a limited pool of
distal fluorophore.Estimation of tPA diffusion coefficient by
comparison with computer-simulated TIR-FRAP
Quantitative estimates for the diffusion coefficient inside a
granule were obtained from the time dependence of
hbFðtÞi. There is no closed-form mathematical solution for
the recovery shape versus time in this geometry, so we
have derived the predictions by a computer simulation of
bleaching and diffusion with a custom program written in
IDL (see details in Methods) that accepts as inputs a user-
selected putative diffusion coefficient and bleachability
(which in turn determines the immediate fluorescence).
The simulation takes into account both the closed spherical
geometry and the possibility of diffusion during the bleach
pulse. The goal of fitting is to match the experimental data’s
initial postbleach fluorescence hF(0)/F()i and subsequent
recovery hbFðtÞi with a simulation based on a unique diffu-
sion coefficient and fluorophore bleachability.
The theoretical curve generated for tPA is an average
of the same type as the experimental data: theoretical
curves for all hF(0)/F()i values that were experimentallyBiophysical Journal 107(1) 16–25
FIGURE 6 Simulated secretion through pore. Ordinate shows the num-
ber of molecules (of infinitesimal size) remaining in a hollow sphere of
diameter 300 nm with diffusive leakage through a hole/pore of various
diameters diampore, as a function of time after the instant the hole/pore
appears. A diffusion constant of 2  1010cm2/s is assumed. Other diffu-
sion coefficients D would follow the same curves but with the abscissa
time axis scaled by the factor (2  1010/D). These curves were generated
by computer simulation in IDL, as described in the Methods. To see this
figure in color, go online.
22 Weiss et al.encountered were generated (by computer simulation as
described in the Methods), converted to F0(t) curves, and
then averaged, rescaled, and ordinate-shifted as in Eqs. 1
and 2. The resulting theoretical curve is what would be
expected for an average (performed as in Eqs. 1 and 2) of
individual experimental curves over the variety of bleach
fractions actually observed in experiments.
The theoretical curve assumes that all of the fluorophores
are mobile, all with the same diffusion coefficient. The fact
that the experimental tPA curve and the theoretical curve
approach the same long-time asymptote implies that the
tPA in a granule is 100% mobile (or consists of a mobile
phase in rapid equilibrium with an immobile phase).
Although whole granule motion perpendicular to the glass
interface during the recovery makes the asymptotic value
for any individual granule imprecise, the average over
many granules (as shown in Fig. 4) is likely to be reliable
and unbiased, because there is an equal tendency to move
toward versus away from the glass interface (31). Jittering
motions in the plane of the coverslip were encompassed
by the analyzed region of interest. Granule motion is un-
likely in some way to have caused the recovery because
there was virtually no fluorescence recovery in NPY-cer-
containing granules, which presumably have similar granule
motions as tPA-cer-containing granules.
The simulation is quite sensitive to the diffusion coeffi-
cient (Fig. 4, compare dotted, dashed, and solid lines),
with the time for half recovery decreasing monotonically
with increasing diffusion coefficient D as expected. The
data are best fit by a simulation using D ¼ 2  1010 cm2/s
(black solid line). It predicts a characteristic diffusion
distance in 0.5 s of only ~140 nm, consistent with the greater
bleaching fraction in a 300 nm diameter chromaffin granule
as probed by TIR versus probed by EPI (Figs. 2 and 3).Computer simulation of tPA release through a
fusion pore
To determine the significance of the tPA diffusion coeffi-
cient as inferred from TIR-FRAP measurements on the
discharge rate after formation of a stable fusion pore, we
simulated (with custom IDL software) the diffusive leakage
of molecules initially inside the volume of a 300 nm
diameter hollow sphere through a hole in its surface of
diameter diampore (Fig. 6). We estimate a half-time for
tPA-cer discharge of ~6 s (9). Using the lumenal tPA diffu-
sion coefficient inferred from TIR-FRAP measurements
(2 1010cm2/s), and also assuming no other effects during
fusion that might slow release (such as aggregation or bind-
ing), a very small pore diameter (~1.0 nm) would explain
the experimentally observed release time. If the fusion
pore stabilized at a diameter of just 20 nm, the discharge
would be at least five times more rapid than observed. How-
ever, the simulation assumes that the diffusing molecule has
zero size, although the maximal dimension of tPA (withoutBiophysical Journal 107(1) 16–25cerulean) is 13 nm (32). Therefore, a pore diameter just
slightly larger than 13 nm would provide ~6 s time to
50% release in this highly simplified diffusion model. Any
factors that slow the dispersal through the pore (e.g., selec-
tivity for a particular orientation of the molecule, reversible
interaction with the wall of the pore, increased protein ag-
gregation at the time of fusion due to ionic changes, a delay
in full pore opening, or postfusion protein binding to the
lumenal membrane) will increase the calculated minimum
pore size needed to account for any given secretion rate.DISCUSSION
Although there is growing understanding of membrane
fusion pathway underlying exocytosis, there is little under-
standing of the state of specific proteins within the granule
lumen and its impact on protein release after fusion. A pri-
mary goal of this study was to measure the mobility of
specific proteins within the lumen of individual secretory
granules within living cells and to relate the mobility to
postfusion release kinetics. We chose to compare two
proteins, NPY-cer and tPA-cer, with very different release
characteristics after secretory granule (chromaffin granule)
fusion in adrenal chromaffin cells. NPY-cer is usually
released within a few hundred milliseconds after fusion,
whereas tPA-cer is often discharged over many seconds
after fusion. We used the decaying evanescent field available
in TIR (~64 nm exponential decay constant in the present
studies) both to preferentially bleach lumenal fluorophore
closest to the glass interface and to probe recovery as
unbleached fluorophore from distal parts of the granule dif-
fuses into the proximal region (Fig. 2). An essential aspect
of the approach was a theoretical analysis of the recovery.
Protein Mobility within Secretory Granules 23The method permitted suboptical resolution measurement of
the diffusion coefficient of tPA within the 300 nm diameter
chromaffin granule. NPY-cer mobility was too rapid to be
determined.Test of method: TIR/EPI bleach fraction
comparison
Although the optical basis for the selective bleaching of
coverslip-proximal fluorophore in individual chromaffin
granules is valid in principle, numerous experimental issues
could have compromised the experiments. The intensity of
the bleaching illumination had to be high enough to bleach
a significant amount of fluorophore in a time that is short
compared to the diffusion time within the granule. The
40 mW, 442 nm laser that was available for these studies
required a bleach duration of 300 ms to obtain significant
bleaching. We were fortunate in our selection of tPA-cer
as a lumenal probe. Its low mobility resulted in a significant
gradient of unbleached fluorophore within a granule after
bleaching.
Optical scattering of laser light by the objective
(29,33,34) and by the sample would produce in the granule
a component of nondecaying illumination similar to EPI
illumination. Scattering (with an intensity even as low as
5% of the z ¼ 0 evanescent intensity) can significantly
decrease the apparent fractional recovery during the post-
bleach probe, but without much affecting the time for half
recovery or the estimated diffusion coefficient. Because
the fractional recovery of the tPA-cer data (Fig. 4) was close
to that expected for pure evanescent illumination, scattering
evidently did not compromise these experiments. The
greater fractional bleaching of tPA-cer measured with the
TIR than with the EPI probe further validated the method
(Fig. 3).
The almost equal bleaching measured with TIR and EPI
of NPY-cer indicated that NPY-cer had a sufficient mobility
to allow it to equilibrate within the 300 ms bleach pulse in
the 300 nm diameter granule, and therefore had a greater
mobility in the granule lumen than tPA-cer.FRAP experiments indicate that tPA-cer within
granules has an apparent mobility orders of
magnitude less than in free solution
FRAP experiments revealed a significant recovery of tPA-
cer fluorescence over several hundred milliseconds after
bleaching. The quantitative interpretation of the recovery
must take into account the closed spherical volume of the
granule (there is not an infinite pool of unbleached
fluorophore), the evanescent field decay, and a bleach time
comparable to the recovery time. This was accomplished
by numerical simulations varying the diffusion constant
and the bleaching sensitivity of the fluorophore to obtain a
best fit for the fluorescence recovery. The simulation wasquite sensitive to the diffusion coefficient with an optimal
fit of 2  1010 cm2/s. This diffusion coefficient is
~1/3,000 of that for a protein of similar size in aqueous
solution (35,36) and ~1/1,000 that of a protein in cytosol
(37). Interestingly, the tPA diffusion coefficient in the
granule is <1/10 of its diffusion coefficient in the endo-
plasmic reticulum (38), indicating a decrease in mobility
as the protein progresses through the secretory pathway.
The diffusion constant within the granule predicts a charac-
teristic diffusion distance of ~140 nm in 0.5 s, which is
consistent with the greater bleaching fraction in a 300 nm
diameter chromaffin granule as probed by TIR versus
probed by EPI (Figs. 2 and 3).
There are several possible explanations for the lower
apparent mobility of lumenal tPA-cer than NPY-cer. There
could be much higher lumenal viscosity in tPA-cer-contain-
ing granules, a size-discriminating lumenal matrix with
channels that preferentially reduce the mobility of tPA-cer
monomers or aggregates, or a dynamic equilibrium between
bound and unbound protein with tPA-cer is more bound on
average than NPY-cer.
It is unlikely that the low mobility of tPA-cer reflected an
effect of overexpression of the transiently expressed protein.
The low mobility was specific for tPA-cer; it was not
observed for transfected NPY-cer. Most importantly, the
degree of overexpression as measured by quantitative
immunocytochemistry was modest. The median level of
tPA was less than twofold greater in granules in transfected
cells compared to granules in cells expressing endogenous
tPA. Furthermore, >80% of the granules in transfected cells
contained levels of transfected tPA that overlapped with
those in granules in nontransfected cells expressing endog-
enous tPA (Fig. S1).
Conceivably, unreported anatomical features could also
explain differences in the measurements of mobilities of
lumenal tPA-cer and NPY-cer. For example, tPA is immobile
in the paracrystalline vonWillebrand factor-containing inte-
rior of 2–3 mm long Weibel-Palade bodies (38). However,
confocal images in this study, which were at the border of
optical resolution of the granules, revealed neither obvious
size differences between granules containing tPA or NPY,
nor vesicular-tubular structures containing either protein.
Although the mobility of tPA-cer within chromaffin
granules is much less than that of NPY-cer, the low mobility
alone cannot be responsible for the slow release (often
over many seconds) compared to NPY-cer (<200 ms).
The typical recovery time for tPA-cer after bleaching was
several tenths of a second, which suggests that tPA should
dissipate after fusion within less than a second if the granule
membrane rapidly flattens into the plasma membrane.
Another possibility is that a small diameter, stable fusion
pore is restricting discharge. A computer simulation of
tPA exiting the granule through a fusion pore that is based
solely on the lumenal diffusion coefficient predicts that a
very narrow, stable fusion pore (with a diameter 1 nm largerBiophysical Journal 107(1) 16–25
24 Weiss et al.than the diameter of tPA) would slow the postfusion
discharge rate sufficiently to account for the actual kinetics
of tPA discharge. The data would be compatible with a
granule connected to the extracellular medium through a
stable 14–15 nm diameter pore, approximately a nanometer
larger than the size of a tPA molecule. Indeed, the following
work (9) provides evidence for a narrow fusion pore lasting
many seconds.Heterogeneity of endogenous expression of tPA
and NPY in chromaffin cells
Although it has been established that chromaffin cells nor-
mally express tPA and NPY (25–28), it was unexpected
that the proteins were expressed in different subpopulations
of primary, monolayer chromaffin cells (20% and 4%,
respectively). The cultures have both epinephrine- and
norepinephrine-containing cells, which can be distinguished
by expression of the epinephrine biosynthetic enzyme, phe-
nylethanolamine-N-methyl transferase (PNMT). Neither
endogenous tPA nor NPY was specifically associated with
PNMT-expressing cells (data not shown).Granules are tethered, not caged, close to the
plasma membrane
The measurement of the mobility of tPA-cer within granules
was successful because of the ability to imprint and detect a
gradient of bleached fluorophore in individual chromaffin
granules using TIR-FRAP over a timescale of ~1 s. The suc-
cess of the method indicates that the rotational mobility of
the entire granule is restricted over this timescale. If the
granules were free to rotate, limited only by the surrounding
viscosity outside the granule, the characteristic time for
rotation (and fluorescence recovery) would be ~0.02 s for
a viscosity of water, and 0.03–0.08 s for the higher viscosity
of cell cytoplasm (39) (as calculated from the relevant
Einstein hydrodynamic equation). The rapid rotation would
have severely compromised the ability of TIRF to generate
a gradient of fluorophore. The low rotational mobility of
granules inferred from the success of the TIR-FRAP
method, together with their low translational mobility
(22,23,31,40–42), suggests that granules are tethered in
place, rather than being caged in a cytoskeletal matrix
with the ability to rotate.CONCLUSIONS
We devised a FRAP method based upon the rapidly decay-
ing evanescent field in TIR to estimate for the first time, to
our knowledge, the diffusion constant of a specific protein,
tPA-cer, in secretory granules in living cells. The apparent
diffusion constant was very low, 2  1010 cm2/s, lower
than that of NPY-cer, which was too fast to be measured.
Although the mobility of tPA-cer is reduced to 1/3000Biophysical Journal 107(1) 16–25compared to a similarly sized protein in aqueous solution,
the mobility is still too high to explain the slow discharge
of the protein over many seconds after fusion unless the
fusion pore is just barely larger than a tPA molecule. Immu-
nocytochemistry revealed that endogenous tPA and NPYare
expressed in different and small subpopulations of chro-
maffin cells. Finally, the ability to imprint and detect a
gradient of bleached fluorophore in individual chromaffin
granules using TIR-FRAP indicates that granules have a
low rotational mobility (in addition to low translational
mobility) and suggests that granules are tethered, rather
than caged in a cytoskeletal matrix.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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